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as part of the initiative, french and indian companies, investors and
public and private institutions can take part in exchange programmes,
and the french consulate general in chennai and the french embassy in
delhi will be the major players. the french embassy in new delhi and
the french consulate general in chennai will work with the french and
indian companies, investors, public and private institutions and other
french and indian partners to promote their cooperation. the indo-
french year of the environment (ifye) will enable french companies to
strengthen their ties with indian companies and build their networks in
india. many products and services will be presented in the official
festival of the french in india, the french book fair. the department of
commerce, the french council for development and cooperation, the
ministry of the ecological transition, and the french industry and
business council have been actively involved in this initiative. the
french minister for the ecological transition, ms barbara pompili, also
gave her endorsement to this initiative. the history of a place often
influences the personalities and lifestyles of the local inhabitants. the
community, in return, has its own philosophy. the french believe that a
happy marriage between the two creates a harmonious society. in
contrast, some believe that a happy marriage generates a harmonious
society. if you are interested in a particular french community, you can
find out more by contacting the local council, which will be able to give
you the addresses and telephone numbers of the twinned communes.
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